FOUNDATION PRINCIPLES
Inspire2Live Organization
1. Inspire2Live(I2L) is a public, not-for-profit, non-governmental-organization (NGO) aiming to set up global
(medical) research in cooperation between patient advocates, researchers and clinicians on a sustainable
basis.
Inspire2Live Mission
2. I2L aims to stimulate medical institutions to implement scientific improvements that benefit the patient.
3. I2L aims to set up global medical research on a sustainable basis to get cancer under control.
4. I2L aims to stimulate and support scientific research for any type of cancer, so people can live a happy and
healthy life in harmony with cancer.
Inspire2Live Independence & Interference
5. I2L is independent and not financially tied to organizations with financial interests in healthcare.
6. I2L is acting independently because it believes it possible to reassess the current cancer R&D community.
7. I2L knows about the scientific and medical fields related to cancer. I2L knows what they are talking about.
8. I2L interferes everywhere for focusing attention for the benefits of patients and their loved ones.
Inspire2Live Funding and Obligations
9. I2L will be funded by a combination of public funding from foundations, private sector funding, private
sector companies and private philanthropists.
10. I2L spends these funds on its mission and will have the leanest possible organization to do so.
Inspire2Live Foundation working principles
11. We and our partners work from a pure patient focus and orientation and work together to have their results
be studied in patients. Thereby bridging the gap between bench and bed in the most efficient way.
12. We and our partners work in a network of clinicians and scientists, which support the combination and
sharing of ideas to reach our goal: getting cancer under control. The brokerage of ideas and techniques takes
place so new treatments and new solutions for treating patients are found.
13. We and our partners work to facilitate better observations from high quality data capturing and registration.
We use state of the art tumour characterizations, imaging and sequencing techniques, disease and drug
models to create better clinical and scientific reports and storage to repositories and matching biobanks.
14. We and our partners work to create new matches of these observations, treatments and networks to find
new ways to get cancer under control.
15. We and our partners work in an open and inspiring spirit and culture, working to enable data dissemination
and data sharing in an as-early-as-possible fashion, testing and challenging the constraints of national, legal,
institutional and patient privacy regulations that are not in the interest of patients. We will communicate
results as soon as possible out to the public and scientific world, in order to allow for crowd sourcing new
analysis, hypothesis and new innovative, creative ideas. All information is meant for sharing.
16. Confidentiality, non-disclosure and intellectual property rights may never interfere with our progress to our
key goal. If at all applicable, requested or put forward they should only cater for fair protection and
rewarding of added value achieved, nonetheless should preferably be avoided and kept to a minimum.
17. We and our partners wish to stimulate education and participation of young, creative, cunning new
scientists, clinicians and to facilitate them with high quality data from small and large scale institutions.
18. We and our partners will support communications and public relations in order to stimulate and propagate
the goals and results, in order to achieve funding, international renowned presence and acquaintance.
19. We and our partners will set up a communication and monitoring scheme on the work that closely follows
the practices, methods and technologies the institutions have in place already, minimizing effort on effective
and efficient communications on progress. There will be a minimum level of communications.
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